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Heartset: The Key to a Thriving Life 
• Sergeant Roy McGrath is a twenty-year veteran of the 

Oregon Department of Corrections. Formerly working in 
the Professional Development Unit, he now serves in the 
Institution Division. 
 

• In addition to his current position, Sergeant McGrath has 
served as a Force Skills Instructor for fifteen years, 
providing training to new and veteran employees in self-
defense, firearms, cell extractions, and more. 
 

• Sergeant McGrath frequently speaks on the topic of 
Correctional Officer Safety and Wellness at corrections 
events such as the 2014 National Symposium for 
Corrections Worker Health and National Institute of 
Justice Use of Technology in Corrections conference. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This bold statement is how we feel about our jobs and ourselves. Corrections officers are often thought of as lesser then police officers. We are not, but we are different. How, you may ask? Less then 1% carry a gun on the job, but have convicted felons surrounding them 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Almost no police officer has a convict working for him, but we have many. We don’t do our jobs from inside of a car. Ours is much more like the old-time inner-city beat cop walking his neighborhood from stoop to stoop, except that every person in our block is a felon. We are out numbered and out flanked, but still we are able to keep the peace and make a difference one person at a time.How do we do this?   By having the courage and noblest of heart, mind, and soul. You see, we care for people who are forced to be in confinement against their will, who have proven to be anti-social, anti-authoritarian, and unwilling to conform to societal standards. Even through all of that we are able see them as human beings, not objects, and treat them with basic human respect. So much so, we put our own lives in jeopardy in defense of theirs. No greater sacrifice can be made then that.  That sacrifice does not come cheap. On the contrary, it costs more then most are willing to pay. We suffer through mental health abuse daily, impoverished levels of physical health, and have a high rate of substance abuse to cope with it all. I am also very sad to say that we have the highest divorce, suicide, and early death rates in all of law enforcement. I want to believe it is because we have given so much of ourselves that God has taken us early as our reward. Yet I know the reality is that many of us have lost the ability to understand and use our hearts in our daily lives. It is time to change that.    



What is Heartset? 

Heartset is the ability to effectively interpret  the 

information that our hearts give us, allowing us 

to align our mind with our heart in thinking and 

action, cohesively improving our lives. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is my definition on what a HEARTSET is. There are others out there focused on success in business, spirituality, leadership, and more. This one is mine.I learned about “Heartset” from a recent course I attended and adapted the definition to better fit my personal explanation. I had seen the course offered in one of the countless e-mail fliers I get. It was held in my home town, free of charge (Always good!), and on paper it sounded like a dream come true.  Two things from the flyer kicked in my inner Corrections Officer, meaning my cynicism. The first was that it was designed for Police Officers, which always rubs us the wrong way. Why isn’t there anything designed for us?!  Secondly, if it sounds too good to be true then it must be too good to be true. You’ve got to understand that besides the usual mass media marketing  all of us deal with on our off-duty time, we have every flavor of convict trying to lay out the “Master Manipulator Ten Thousand” sales pitch to us while we are at work. So “hype” to us is like holding a helium balloon, it’s full of hot air and nothing more. But I figured “why not, I have nothing to lose and I might come away with one good thing to add to my instructor repertoire”. So I put in to go, on company time, and low and behold it was approved!  During the course we went over concepts that I hadn’t thought about in a very long time. Things like nobility, courage, and mastery. We were introduced to positive psychology, a follow-on key component for the coherence piece in this presentation.  It was in the “Resilience” section of the course where they identified what a “Heartset” is. More importantly, we came to understand how it must be the core that all other key components (Mind set, Skill set, Tool set), must align with to have “Coherence”, otherwise known as peace or harmony.  Coming to grips with the full impact of this concept has changed my life and career and I want to share it with every corrections professional I can.  
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“The strength of a 
castle is in the knights 
who protect it” 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a piece of visual history about our profession. This is Eastern State Penitentiary,  in Philadelphia, PA, which opened in 1829 and closed in 1971. Eastern State is considered to be the world's first true penitentiary. I don’t know about you, but to me I can definitely see a castle. All that is missing from the picture is a battering ram, vats of hot oil, and a trebuchet. Prisons and jails like eastern state have been the castles that we protect. We consider ourselves to be the invisible guardians of society, taking an untold amount of mental and emotional slings and arrows to keep our families, friends, neighbors, and countrymen safe from those held behind the walls.



Sing Sing Prison, NY, Circa 1930’s 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To NYCHS:�I am in possession of a picture of my grandfather in a group of officers in front of prison gates. He was a Sing Sing guard from the late 1930s until the early 1960s. Perhaps some visitors to your web site can identify the photo for me -- date, place and occasion or circumstances. My Grandfather is the third from the left, in the second row. His cap is pulled pulled low on his brow. His name was Hobart Atkinson Gilmore. Born Oct. 23, 1891, he died in 1982. The picture has just surfaced. My grandparents used to live on Clinton Avenue in Ossining. The house number was in the low 70s. I can remember that, when I was a small child visiting my grandparents, we used to drive by the prison. Please forward to me the responses to this inquiry. I live in California. Thanks,�G_____ M_____ 
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The Problem – Internal Conflict 

“It is noted that corrections officers deal with a 
unique form of stress in the chronic state of 
emotional dissonance which is required by their 
job, since they must internally cope with such, 
often intense, negative emotions while 
maintaining an outward expression of calm and 
emotional detachment.” (Zapf et al. 1999)  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our hearts provide the guidance in the purpose of our lives, including our careers.This means each corrections professional, like me, chose their career. it was not happenstance or accidental, even if it started out as “just being a job”. At some point each of us committed our body, mind, and heart to walking the toughest beat in America.  But nothing prepared us for the onslaught of constant mental and emotional attacks and conflicts that we are subjected to at work. Brand new corrections officers receive hundreds of training hours while attending the academy and while on-the-job. Throughout this time they are taught over and over again that they must adopt and use a survival mindset, always on guard and ready to fight. Convicts quickly reinforce this training through master manipulation where they burn a rookie once and the lesson is sealed forever; don’t listen to your heart in prison.  Over my thirty year career in law enforcement, I have learned and taught countless hours of physical force skills, such as self-defense and firearms, each supported by the proper survival mindset. But not once did I learn how to understand or deal with my heart. That is why learning what the right heartset is and how to use it  properly is so important. It can literally mean the difference between an early death or a thriving life.



The Solution:  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like me, corrections professionals need and want peace and harmony in their lives.  I truly believe that learning about and practicing the right heartset is the core to reaching that goal. To do this takes a simple but cumulative approach. We have to start by selecting only the best instructors, someone they trust emphatically, to educate them on how the heart is much more than a pump. Next, we’ll give them simple techniques that they can use immediately in reducing stress anywhere, anytime.Then we provide them with tools and training that allow them to actually see and alter the cadence of their heart.We then move on to identify the end goal of coherence and how it can not only be achieved, but with practice it can be maintained.   



Research 
• New Hope for Correctional Officers: An 

Innovative Program for Reducing Stress and 
Health Risks (May 2009) 
 

• Experimental group of 75 correctional officers at 
a California youth facility 
 

• Received a two-day training program in emotion 
self-regulation techniques intended to reduce 
stress and health risk factors 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This study was conducted in May of 2009 by members from the Institute of Heartmath It was called the ‘‘Power to Change Performance’’ program They wanted to study the impact of a new stress management program on the physiological and psychological stressors of corrections officers to see if they could help reduce the stressors and the associated health risk factors 



Training and Measures 

• Program consisted of five training modules 
conducted over two-days of training. 
 

• Measures of the physiological and psychological 
stressors were conducted at the beginning of the 
study and 90 days later. 
 

• Three psychological questionnaires assessed 
emotional stress and work-related variables. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The team used research-based techniques designed to reduce stress and negative affect, increase positive affect and self regulation skills, enhance health, and improve cognitive performance (Childre and Cryer 2000; McCraty et al. 2006)Additionally, they have been shown to impact organizationally relevant outcomes, such as improving productivity, goal clarity, communication, and job satisfaction, and reducing employee turnover (Barrios-Choplin et al. 1997, 1999; Childre and Cryer 2000; McCraty et al. 1991, 2003)The techniques used are distinguished from other commonly used stress management techniques because they have been shown to induce a system-wide shift to a distinctive mode of optimal psychophysiological function, termed psychophysiological coherence (McCraty et al. 2006)The key marker of the coherence mode is the development of a stable, sine-wave-like pattern in the heart rate variability waveform, this pattern is called heart rhythm coherence.The measures of the physiological stress included cortisol, DHEA, cholesterol, triglycerides, fasting glucose levels, 10-min resting electrocardiogram, heart rate variability, and blood pressure. So the big question is, did it work? Let’s see



Study Results  
Significant improvements in the experimental group in: 

 
• Cholesterol, glucose, heart rate, and blood pressure.  
 
• Positive outlook and significant reductions in overall psychological 

distress. 
 

• The mean difference between pre- and post-intervention projected 
health care costs was calculated to be $1,179 per employee per year. 
 

Significant increases in: 
 

• Productivity, motivation, goal clarity, and perceived support 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For me, I believe it is “Yes”. That it only took a two-day training session to make lasting improvements in our lives is significant. I don’t know about you, but my organization is always looking to save money, especially I the area of health care costs. If you could prove how to save over a thousand dollars per employee in 2009, what could mean now?One of the notes from the study made me laugh. It was marked as “Interesting”  because based on observations and reports from the worksite, a cross-contamination effect between the experimental and control groups was suspected to have contributed to the directional improvements for both groups. Ha! Funny how that happens. People seeing other people being happier and they want to know why and how. 



Educate 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a simplified way to show that the heart is more than just a pump. it impacts every meaningful portion of our very being. This is were the instructor selection process is critical in starting the education process. Not only do they have to understand it but they have to believe in it. They will be the shining light in the darkness, someone that they respect because they have been there and done that. For corrections professionals, the Officer Survival Mindset is what we live by, but we need to understand add the right heartset to that tool box. The impact can be tremendous;For the individual;Significantly reduce stress and health risk factors while enhancing employee productivity and psychological wellbeing. Improves the relationships with friends and family.For the organization; Increases in productivity, motivation, goal clarity, and perceived support while reducing  health care costs.Can you say “Win/Win”?



Heart Rhythm 
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Erratic and Disordered Ordered and Stable 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research has demonstrated that different patterns of heart activity (which accompany different emotional states) have distinct effects on cognitive and emotional function. During stress and negative emotions, when the heart rhythm pattern is erratic and disordered, the corresponding pattern of signals traveling from the heart to the brain inhibits higher cognitive functions. This limits our ability to think clearly, remember, learn, reason, and make effective decisions. (This helps explain why we may often act impulsively and unwisely when we’re under stress.) The heart’s input to the brain during stressful or negative emotions also has a profound effect on the brain’s emotional processes—actually serving to reinforce the emotional experience of stress.In contrast, the more ordered and stable pattern of the heart’s input to the brain during positive emotional states has the opposite effect – it facilitates cognitive function and reinforces positive feelings and emotional stability. This means that learning to generate increased heart rhythm coherence, by sustaining positive emotions, not only benefits the entire body, but also profoundly affects how we perceive, think, feel, and perform.Let talk a little about coherence 



Coherence 
• Characterized by increased order and harmony 

in both our psychological (mental and 
emotional) and physiological (bodily) processes.  
 

• Psychophysiological coherence is state of 
optimal function. 
 

• Bottom Line: Learning how to achieve 
coherence allows us to actively manage our 
stress on and off the job.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research shows that when we activate this state, our physiological systems function more efficiently, we experience greater emotional stability, and we also have increased mental clarity and improved cognitive function. Simply stated, our body and brain work better, we feel better, and we perform better. Physiological CoherenceA state characterized by:High heart rhythm coherence (sine wave-like rhythmic pattern)Increased parasympathetic activityEfficient and harmonious functioning of the cardiovascular, nervous, hormonal and immune systemsPsychophysiological CoherenceA state associated with:Sustained positive emotionHigh degree of mental and emotional stabilityIncreased synchronization and harmony between the cognitive, emotional and physiological systemsSo how do we get an employee to a coherent state?



Techniques  

 
• Tactical and Four-Point Breathing  

 
• Positive emotion focused techniques  

 
• Creates a system-wide shift toward optimal 

psychophysiological function 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We start small and simple. All of us have been breathing since we were born. Now we learn how to connect and use it to help refocus our hearts and minds together. Let me show you what I mean. Do breathing exerciseHow do you feel now compared to a few moments ago? Are you calmer and focused? Good. That is exactly what each employee can do anywhere, anytime. With just a little bit of practice they can use this simple technique to return go from an extremely elevated heart rate and survival thinking mode to move back to a coherent mode where they can function at their best physically and mentally



Tools 

• New phone apps  
 
 

• Personal portable monitors  
 
 

• Home and business models  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Corrections professionals are “People-People”. We do what we do face to face, not computer to face. But in this case, we can use technology to help ourselves and each other. The latest advances give us the ability to show an employee exactly what their coherence state is at any time. From iPhone apps to wearable wireless GPS activity trackers to sophisticated computer software. We can now monitor our heart rate and rhythms instantly and watch as the techniques we learned and practiced take affect and have the desired effect on us. This is the mechanical portion of learning about our hearts. The next portion is a little harder but worth it.



Training 
• A two-day course is recommend to start 

 
• Introduction into Positive Psychology 

 
• Practice of the techniques is improved by feedback 

from heart rate and heart rhythm monitors 
 

• Assists employees in learning and sustaining use of 
the tools and techniques 
 

• Practice until it becomes a habit 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It takes time and support for us to wrap our minds and hearts around such change. Realize that we are battle-hardened and that only 50% of the learning will actually occur in the classroom. The rest occurs on and off the job. With organizational support, the shift can occur quicker, but it will still take time so have patience. Brian TracyFrom “Seven Steps to Developing a New Habit  posed the question:“How long does it take to develop a new habit? His answer was:The time period can be any length from a single second to several years. The speed of new habit pattern development is largely determined by the intensity of the emotion that accompanies the decision to begin acting in a particular way”



Organizational Efforts Matter 

• Create organizational Heartset for all levels   
 

• Provide initial and on-going training and tools  
 

• Subsidize purchases of monitors 
 

• Provide family education and support 
 

• Participate in research studies 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As an example, my organization, The Oregon Dept. of Corrections, has partnered with several universities and organizations to study correctional officer health and is implementing some of the research-based changes.  This year Wellness is the #1 initiative, not just in talk, but in action. We have continued and expanded the relationship with key members of the previous studies to move our department forward with breakthrough wellness functions and goals. One of these was the creation of a wellness committee. They are comprised of a wide array of personnel from all areas of the department with one goal; improving our lives.Partner with Mental Health Providers who Specialize in Treating Law Enforcement Personnel



Contentment 
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the state of being happy; 
satisfaction; ease of mind 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since I have learned how to effectively interpret  the information that my heart gives me, I can align my mind with my heart to cohesively improve my life. So that little yellow guy is me now, content. Not all of the time, but a lot more than I use to be and working on it everyday. It is my new favorite habit. Hopefully I have nudged you enough in the right direction that you want  to improve your own ability to effectively interpret  the information that your heart give you, allowing you to align your mind with your heart in thinking and action, cohesively improving your life from here on.  
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